More Coding In Delphi
Synopsis
Like its predecessor Coding in Delphi, More Coding in Delphi is about writing Delphi code. In this book, you won’t find much about the form designer, the VCL, or the FMX framework. You will, however, learn about: * How to write SOLID code in Delphi * Using Delphi with design patterns like the Factory, Observer, Adapter, Decorator, and Command Patterns. * How to take advantage of Operator Overloading to simplify your code * How to write multi-threaded and parallel code and take advantage of the multiple cores in your CPU * How to write Aspect-oriented code to help separate your concerns * The history of and an deep-dive into the world famous TSmiley component
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Customer Reviews
This is an excellent follow on to Nick’s previous book. If you use Delphi, this book should be on your shelf

I have been using Delphi for years. I was able go glean some very useful information and understand things better. The author knows his stuff.

I did a presentation at work because of your book. Learned to create true factories.

All I can say, well done Nick!

Great insight!
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